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Municipal finance loans are discussed on this Live Google Hangout for the firsttime ever, as this group of professionals goes deep into the strange and mysterious
world of municipal financing. Join us, as we make history in the world of Wall
Street.
Municipal Loans

(Newswire.net -- September 4, 2013) Washington, DC --

Municipal Finance Loans Live Google Hangout - First Time in History
MUNI proudly presents our first ever, live-syndicated press release using Google Hangout to discuss municial finance
loans. The MUNI team is broadcasting through multiple media outlets, using the Einstein Marketing Platform (EMP),
exclusively developed by Transcended Marketing LLC. The purpose of this live broadcast is to explain and discuss
funding avenues for municipalities, using municipal finance loans. Get Municipal Financing has great lending
capabilities through the network of private lenders. MUNI is able to match said lending options to a variety of business
types, sizes, and needs; we build a direct, lasting relationship between MUNI’s private lenders, municipal
stakeholders and decision-makers, along with creditworthy business owners. Prospective clients are able to expand
their company for a variety of purposes, including but not limited to commercial real estate and to infrastructure
improvement services.
Municipal Financing
Why use Municipal Financing for your business? There are several reasons; the first (and arguably most
important) being that said municipal bonds are non-personal, or non-recourse funding options. Get MUNI can say with
confidence that individual, personal assets are not at risk when signing the final documents, respectively. Secondly,
MUNI’s tenured, private lenders will evaluate the size, scope and risks associated with your given market; providing
the precise appropriations needed to develop your business, municipal, or investment-grade entity to unprecedented
levels of growth and success. Lastly, the MUNI lending options are tax-free, providing your community with the
greatest amount of resources necessary to accomplish improvements and expansions.
The professionals at MUNI believe in improving the quality of life in the United States by providing
communities with the resources needed to create jobs and opportunities for its residents. MUNI differs from other
municipal lending institutions in that we operate by direct, face-to-face interaction with their clients; going straight to
the source of financing, no middle-man and no smoke and mirrors. The Capital Finance direct lending relationship,
sale-leaseback financing vehicles, and its ability to accommodate extensive arrays of agreement types, including
sale-leaseback financing, differentiates the firm from the competition. Call 202-350-0258 today and see what MUNI
can do for your municipality!
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